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FASHION
FOREWARD
The summer season is here in full swing and has brought with it the hope of
a fruitful period for the business of fashion retail in the country. In this issue
we have thus laid focus on the casual wear market in India, a segment that
has seen massive surge owing to factors such as increased spending power
among consumers coupled with their desire to look good and dress well,
a marked increase in the penetration of both international and domestic
fashion brands in the market that has left the customer spoilt for choice, and
the growth of e-commerce that has made fashion more accessible to the
consumer.
And as this multitude of fashion brands aims for the discerning, perceptive
customer’s attention, it strives to give to him the convenience of an
omnichannel model that allows him to search for apparel, shop for it and
maybe later return it if the purchase is unsatisfactory, as is convenient
to him. But, in vying for their attention and with the tools of marketing
available at their disposal, fashion brands must actually look to create
differentiation for both the brand and the product, not merely what it
portrays itself to be.
In the offline space, too, fashion brands are looking at new ways to increase
revenues. One practice that they see a bright future for is the collaboration
between retailers and mall developers that has its own beneﬁts. Many
an expert believes that the coming together of the two to enhance the
customer’s offline shopping experience has opened several doors for both.
As always, I hope you ﬁnd this issue insightful and beneﬁcial.
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New Collection

HEMP FROM DENNISON EMBODIES
ECO-FRIENDLY FABRICS

M

BRAND 7-10 LAUNCHES
SNEAKERS DUBBED AS
WEARABLE ART

S

neaker design house 7-10
(Seven-Ten) has just launched
its second collection of sneakers
and t-shirts that is dedicated
to the concept of ‘wearable art’.
While the sneakers maintain the
brand’s signature PVC panelling,
ﬂossed laces and bright colours
for summer, the collection also
sports a distinctive new print,
which interprets the brand’s
identity in a modern and graffitiinspired style. The Morse Codeinspired 7-10 logo has, in this
collection, evolved into an organic
doodle of a mascot, especially for
the canvas sneakers.

enswear brand
Dennison has
launched its Hemp
collection, made using fabric
that is organically grown
with 33% less usage of water.
The collection also uses
coconut buttons instead of
plastic ones and recycled
thread for stitching, ﬁnally
packed in eco-friendly
packaging. Dennison
offers to its customers both
earthy & pastel colours as
well as digital prints. It has
also launched its waist-ﬂex
trousers as well as a series of
cotton e-waist pyjama pants.

TAAMARA
DRESSES
LAUNCH ONLINE

T

aamara, an ethnic
and Indo-western
fashion wear brand for
women, has unveiled
its collection of dresses
online. The affordable
fashion brand offers
both formal wear and
casual wear for women
and girls. The inspiration
behind Taamara is
‘Fabric-to-Fashion’.

FOSSIL PARTNERS WITH SMILEY,
CREATES NEW ACCESSORIES

F

ossil, in partnership with Smiley, has brought out a
limited-edition capsule collection of accessories. The
collection includes handbags, small leather goods and
jewellery with designs from both brands’ respective heritage.
The two handbags — the Fossil x Smiley Kier Tote (available
for `22,495) and Fossil x Smiley Kier Crossbody (available for
`15,995) – have been made with vegan cactus material. Fossil
x Smiley also includes a denim-inspired version of the Gigi
Drawstring Shoulder Bag that is also available for `15,995.
Also available as part of the collection are clutch bags, card
cases, wallets and gold-tone jewellery.
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Available exclusively on
Myntra, the collection
is priced between `4,499
and `5,499.

ESPRIT ADDS DUAL
TONES TO MEN’S
WATCH RANGE

A

merican watch brand
Esprit has introduced its
all-new men’s collection that is
an amalgamation of contrasting
textures and tones. Priced
between `9,000 and `12,000, the
range has a Chrono-look style
with skeleton details to the subeyes that showcase the Japanese
movement of the watch. The new
designs are an amalgamation
of contrasting textures and
tones like black case with black
stainless-steel strap, a rose goldtone case with genuine leather,
a two-tone chronograph watch
and more.

New Collection

DUKE’S SPRING SUMMER’22 COLLECTION IS EASY ON THE EYES

D

uke, one of India’s most reliable and
favoured lifestyle brands, has brought
forth their latest summer collection. In
today’s world where youngsters like to be in
the latest of fashion all the time, Duke is a
brand that keeps their needs and wants in
mind while making a new collection. This
time Duke has taken its fashion parade to
Europe. The Spring Summer 2022 collection
by Duke is inspired by urban street casual
smart fashion. Duke has made sure their
customers get a taste of international
fashion. Duke’s latest SS 2022 collection is
everything a customer needs to look their
best self this season. The collection includes
t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bermuda, capri,
lowers, denims, tops, jeggings, activewear,
sportswear, accessories and footwear.
Duke’22 collection includes clothes for men,
women and children, of all ages. Duke

concentrates on serving its customers
with the best of everything. This collection
provides a huge variety of cotton, natural
and textured material clothes to choose from.
The price range starts from `499 and reaches
up to `1,999. Duke’s online store can also be
accessed at www.dukeindia.com.
This year’s collection brings the idea of
‘comfortable fashion’ to the fore. Comfortable
fashion, as Duke deﬁnes, is the idea that
looking fashionable should be effortless. It
should be easy and within everyone’s reach.
Duke keeps both fashion and comfort in
mind while manufacturing clothes, thus
using the ﬁnest of cloth in the process. Duke
is changing trends every day with their
fashion line. People can now look fashionable
and stylish at the lowest possible prices.
This year’s collection idea says, “Some
moments make you sparkle, they make
you shine with self-belief
and knowing who you
are today, who you were
yesterday and what you can
illuminate with your energy
tomorrow. Keep the light, live
now in this moment. SHINE,
RISE, LIVE.” The purpose
of this collection is to make
customers feel extraordinary
in their day-to-day life. It’s time
for them to look fashionable
with Duke. The colour palette
for this summer collection uses
vibrant and soothing tones.
“Our main focus has always
been to fulﬁl our customer’s requirements
and give them what they need for their
wardrobe. Our team works tirelessly
to provide them with the latest trends.
Customers’ needs have always been
our main concern whenever we start
manufacturing our collections,”
says Kuntal Raj Jain, Director,
Duke Fashion (I) ltd.
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THE POWER OF ONE:
AN OMNICHANNEL MODEL
IN THIS NEW POST-PANDEMIC WORLD WHERE ‘NORMAL’ HAS BEEN REDEFINED, STAYING
CONNECTED DIGITALLY IS OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE FOR BRANDS. STORES ARE NOT LIMITED
TO BRICK AND MORTAR ANYMORE. OFFLINE OR ONLINE, TODAY’S CONNECTED CONSUMER
WAITS FOR NO ONE AND WANTS EVERYTHING TO BE AVAILABLE IN REAL TIME. TOP LEADERS
FROM THE BUSINESS OF FASHION ANSWER SOME CRUCIAL QUESTIONS - HOW CAN BRANDS
MOTIVATE CONSUMERS TO STAY LOYAL AND WHAT CAN THEY LEARN FROM THEIR PAST
MISTAKES?
BY VEDIKA NEGI
PANELLISTS
• Atul Shivnani
Head of Ecommerce & Digital,
The Body Shop
• Bidyut Bhanjdeo
Head – S&D, LFS & E-Commerce,
Raymond
• Deepak Aggarwal
CEO, Kazo
• Rajnish Gupta
Vice President and Head India & Subcontinent, Zebra
Technologies
• Saikat Mitra
Vice President - Creative Director,
Van Heusen, Aditya Birla Fashion
and Retail Ltd
• Shifali Singh
Head - Ecommerce, Retail
Merchandise and International
Expansion, Biba India
SESSION MODERATOR
• Surbhi Shridhar
Retail Sustainability Lead,
Accenture
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I

n the fashion world of today, companies have diverse portfolios with both domestic
and global brands on board. For them, being available to the consumer on multiple
platforms could be a game changer not only in how they do business but also in how
they are perceived as a brand by the consumer – one that is ready to offer the consumer
the convenience that he/she demands, or one that is rigidly sticking to the traditional
way of doing business. Speaking on the subject at India Fashion Forum 2022, Saikat
Mitra, Vice President - Creative Director, Van Heusen, ABFRL, said that having a diverse
portfolio meant having certain brands that were more offline driven. “We’ve always been
omnichannel; only, some of these channels were used more during the pandemic because
we had a lot of usage through our stores from fashion brands. International brands have
always had business through stores plus their website, so during the pandemic, the ones
with more website presence really shot up. We also started focusing on ‘hyper-local’ as an
interesting concept and way to connect with consumers within their local area. All our
brands had to look at a merchandise matrix rearrangement going more towards casual,
because we were more dependent on work wear. We also looked at direct-to-consumer
brands within marketplaces,” he said. Mitra considers this to be a huge learning curve for
the company and the brand, and would hence look to go more robust in the future while
utilising all channels to the best of their ability.

MAPPING MARTECH
& WINNING THE GAME
THE PROLIFERATION OF CAPABILITIES ACROSS OMNICHANNEL AND MULTICHANNEL
TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGY CAN MAKE IT HARD FOR MARKETERS TO UNDERSTAND
WHAT IS NEEDED AND WHEN. IS PERFORMANCE MARKETING A BETTER STRATEGY OR
WHAT KPIS HAVE BECOME OBSOLETE ARE SOME OF THE QUESTIONS THAT RETAILERS
HAVE A HARD TIME GETTING CLEAR ANSWERS TO. INDUSTRY LEADERS SHARE WITH US
A WORD OF ADVICE FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE NEW-AGE MARKETER.
BY IMAGES BUSINESS OF FASHION BUREAU

F
PANELLISTS
• Rohini Haldea
Assistant Vice President –
Marketing, Lifestyle International
• Amit Sawant
Head - Marketing, Corporate
Communications, Fintech
Strategy, Future Lifestyle
Fashions
• Navin Joshua
Founder/Director, GreenHonchos
• Ninad Umargekar
Chief Marketing Officer, JG
Hosiery
• Ayaan Agnihotri
Head - Digital Marketing, Being
Human Clothing
• Vivek Sandhwar
Chief Product Officer and Head
Marketing & VM, Raymond
Apparel Ltd
SESSION MODERATOR
• Rachna Prasad
Chief of Marketing, Inside Sales &
Alliances, Vinculum
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rom fashion brands going
digital to changing consumer
behaviours, both customers and
retailers have seen a dramatic shift
in fashion retail in the past few years.
Resultantly, the way products are
marketed to the perceptive, tech-savvy
consumer has also needed to alter to
match the demands of the day. Sharing
her opinion on the subject at India
Fashion Forum (IFF) 2022, Rohini
Haldea, Assistant Vice President –
Marketing, Lifestyle International, said,
“Even before the pandemic, consumers
had already been moving more and
more of their purchase journey online.
Yet, the pandemic was a shock to all of
us when being online became not an

advantage but a must-have to be able
to engage with consumers in an omni
fashion, no matter where they were.
One had to make their journey with
the brand seamless not only during the
purchase but also before the purchase
when they were still exploring brands,
trends and product alternatives. You
have to be engaging with them every
step of the way where they are present,
whether it’s on the mobile phone, at
your store, or on mass media. One
has to take a 360-degree view of the
consumer; one has to have the data
to back it up to know where to ﬁnd
them, how to reach them and how to
communicate with them every step of
the way.”

PANELLISTS
Retail Business Development
• Ashish Awal
National Sales Manager, Pepe Jeans
• Lokesh Chopra
Head Sales & BD, Alcis Sports Pvt Ltd
• Manik Dhodi*
Director - Real Estate,
adidas Group India
• Preeti Chopra
National Head BD – Retail, Raymond
• Sumit Ghildiyal
Head Retail Business Development &
NSO (Max), Landmark Group
• Sumit S Suneja
Head BD & Franchise, Bestseller India
• Vivek Shrivastava
Head of Retail Business
Development, ABFRL
• Abhishek Raj
COO, Lacoste India
(Sports and Leisure Apparel Ltd)
Real Estate
• Aman Trehan
Executive Director, Trehan IRIS
• Arjun Gehlot
Director, Ambience Group
• Harsh Bansal
Director, Vegas Mall & Unity Group
• Pushpa Bector
Executive Director, DLF Shopping Malls
• Shibu Philips
Business Head - Malls,
Lulu International Shopping Malls
SESSION MODERATOR
• Pankaj Renjhen
COO & Joint MD, ANAROCK Retail
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CAN RETAILERS, MALL
DEVELOPERS TOGETHER
FUEL CONSUMPTION?
MALL DEVELOPERS AND RETAILERS HAVE FINALLY STARTED TO SEE FOOTFALLS
SIMILAR TO WHAT THEY EXPERIENCED ABOUT TWO YEARS AGO. FROM INTRODUCING
PICK-UP & DELIVERY SERVICES TO ONLINE PAYMENTS, THEY HAVE RE-IMAGINED THE
WAY OF DOING BUSINESS. COULD THIS BE AN INDICATION OF THE CHANGING DYNAMICS
BETWEEN MALL DEVELOPERS AND RETAILERS? SOME EXPERTS IN THE FIELD HELP
US UNDERSTAND HOW THE COMING TOGETHER OF THE TWO TO ENHANCE THE
CUSTOMER’S OFFLINE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE HAS OPENED MANY A DOOR FOR BOTH.
BY VEDIKA NEGI

M

alls are beginning to see an increase in customer footfall, an indicator that
things are going back to normal. This has mostly been fuelled by pent-up
demand ever since the pandemic broke out and the country went into
lockdown. Retailers and retail space developers now need to develop re-imagined,
agile models of collaboration and consumption triggers – more than ever before.
The onus rests on both occupiers and retail real estate leaders to build consumer
conﬁdence, co-create digital triggers, drive demand and re-energise top lines across
all key verticals. Some of the most dynamic developers and retailers help decode
what possibly could be done together to drive customers back to the malls, in
particular during week days; create new reasons/ seasons to shop in the mall and
enhance the omnichannel experience for customers.

HERE COMES
THE METAVERSE!
Time and again we’ve spoken about the realities of the new fashion retail world, and in those
discussions the metaverse has often emerged as one of the most intriguing ideas. Since last
year, there has been a considerable surge in the percentage of people who understand the
concept of the metaverse, its possible implications and employment, and the tremendous
opportunity it holds. Wunderman Thompson Intelligence, through its report titled ‘New
Realities: Into the Metaverse and Beyond’, shares a brief outlook on this new digital universe
and what fashion & beauty brands in the sphere have been up to.
By IMAGES Business of Fashion Bureau

I

n its recent report – New Realities: Into the Metaverse and Beyond –
Wunderman Thompson Intelligence describes how the metaverse is
re-shaping our realities. Fashion brands must take note that the future is
changing and changing fast, and that the metaverse may soon be a reality we’re
living with here in India, too. According to data shared in the report, 85% people
believe that the fashion industry will be impacted by the metaverse. In fact, 86%
believe that retail, 83% believe that B2B, and 80% believe that the beauty industry
will be impacted by this digital universe!
Awareness is on the Rise
Wunderman Thompson Intelligence’s ﬁndings show that while only 32% people
had heard of the metaverse as of July 2021, by March this year, 74% people had
already heard about it one way or the other. Yet, there still exists a lack of clarity in
the understanding of the concept. Only 15% of the people surveyed said that they
knew what the metaverse was and could explain it to someone else.
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Success in the fashion sector
no longer depends solely on
designing clothes; users are
searching for more beneﬁts
of owning and investing in
clothing, and manufacturers
are making changes to fulﬁl
the needs of their customers.
It is time to innovate and
rethink your business models
to reﬂect on the evolution of
the fashion industry, leverage
their expertise to scale and
hence, remain at the forefront
of business innovation and
respond to the upcoming
fashion trends promptly.

I

By Manthan Dhameliya, Owner, Kreeva

TIPS &RETAIL
TRICKS //// JUNE
MAY ISSUE
ISSUE || 2020
2022
REIMAGINING

6 TIPS TO STAY
RELEVANT IN
A CLUTTERED
INDUSTRY

n the current era, the two big words
that deﬁne the fashion industry are
‘unique’ and ‘usefulness’, which also
differentiate a successful and dying
fashion brand. Fashion has been one
of the fastest growing and evolving
industries as it has proven to be an
important aspect of lifestyle, selfexpression, status and aesthetics for us.
The fashion industry is one of the few
that offer creative freedom, innovation
and evolution among all the other
ﬂourishing industries. With the rise of
e-commerce/social e-commerce and the
unexpected impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, it is an unparalleled
challenge for the new and established
brands to break through the highly
cluttered market and become the next
big thing. Often, a brand’s survival
depends on the path and strategies
followed by it to create ‘noise’ in this
exceedingly competitive market.

MARKETING:
A DIFFERENT-IATION
BALL GAME
Today, customers are truly spoilt for choice when it comes to
fashion. There are multitudes of international fashion brands and
domestic brands – both D2C and traditional – that are all vying for
the customer’s attention. It thus becomes extremely difficult for the
marketing team of a fashion brand to create that differentiation in the
market that helps attract more and more consumers day in, day out.
We recently spoke to Ninad Umargekar, Chief Marketing Officer, JG
Hosiery, on the subject to decipher some of these challenges and how
they have dealt with them.
Ninad Umargekar,
Chief Marketing Officer,
JG Hosiery

By Tripti Mehta

E
“The digital marketing game
is getting very challenging
with the discounting culture
almost throughout the year.
Now consumers just don’t
buy if there are no discounts.
That is a big problem;
you’re diluting your own
brand by doing that. Hence,
maintaining the equity of
the brand has become a huge
challenge”
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stablished in 1980, JG Hosiery
is an apparel manufacturer
with popular brands Macho,
Amul Comfy, Sporto and Zoiro under
its umbrella. Through its gamut
of offerings, JG Hosiery has been
providing its customers both good
quality products and value for their
money. The company has also launched
its lifestyle retail division that caters
exclusively to both Sporto and Zoiro.
Its athleisure brand Sporto caters to the
mid-premium market. Recently, Sporto
innovated on the popular polo t-shirt
to launch, what it claims, is ‘the perfect
polo’, after having researched and
worked on a number of aspects, creating
an absolutely wrinkle-free material
with great colour retention properties,
and a modern ﬁt & design, especially
around the neck area. We spoke to
Ninad Umargekar, Chief Marketing
Officer, JG Hosiery, to understand
what went into identifying issues that
existed with the polo t-shirts available

in the market and how they envisioned
creating ‘the perfect polo’. “The journey
began with making our polo t-shirts
better than everything in the market.
We realised that there were quite a few
brands that had polo t-shirts available
around the `500 price point, and there
were brands that had them available at
a price point of around `1,000. At the
price point between `500 and `1,000
there wasn’t really any brand that had
full ownership of the polo t-shirt. The
other opportunity was that this is a
year-round product. So we identiﬁed the
places where we could truly improve the
product and make it look even better,”
he says. In the new & improved polo
t-shirt, the material and width of the
collar have been altered to ensure it
never bends at the edges; the width of
the placket has been narrowed down
to give the t-shirt a slimmer proﬁle and
the length of the garment has also been
altered to suit all body sizes.

